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Rosenbaum Contemporary presenting Greg Lotus: Summer Day exhibition  
BOCA RATON, Fla.—Rosenbaum Contemporary is presenting Greg Lotus: Summer Day, 
an exhibition of summer-themed works by photographer Greg Lotus at its Boca Raton 
gallery (150 Yamato Road) in Florida, from June 2 through Sept. 3. Gallery hours are 
Tuesday through Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
 Lotus’ work can be found regularly in the pages of Italian Vogue, Vanity Fair, GQ, 
L’Uomo Vogue and W magazines. He is also known for his extensive portfolio of 
celebrity portraits. Lotus reinterprets in his own evocative way the use of light and 
shadow, playing with angles and composition to enhance the graphic quality of his 
images. Much of his work has a retro feeling with desaturated colors. 
 Rosenbaum Contemporary, founded in 1979, is based in Boca Raton with a second 
gallery inside the St. Regis Bal Harbour Hotel in Miami. The gallery caters to 
international collectors interested in investment-quality works by Postwar, Modern and 
Contemporary masters and presents nationally recognized museum-level exhibitions 
throughout the year. The gallery also offers a wide range of free services to collectors 
worldwide including acquisition advice, art consulting, sourcing of artists, art collection 
building and management and resale of select works of art. 
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(L:) GREG LOTUS, Summer Day, 2005, Acrylic with fiber-based paper, 40 x 60 inches (101.6 x 152.4 cm), Edition of 40 
(R:) GREG LOTUS, Swimmer Cap, 2007, Archival pigment print on cotton rag, 26 ¾ x 38 ¼ inches (67.9 x 97.2 cm), Edition 
of 30 

 
High-res. photos available upon request from Julie Kolka, Web/Marketing Manager, 
juliek@rosenbaumcontemporary.com, 561-994-4422 x136 


